Abstract-To study recognition of Chinese number and quantifier prefix (CNQP) in Chinese-English machine translation, which was used for improving the results of a statistical parser, this paper proposes a method for the recognition of CNQPs based on rules and independent of word segmentation. First, it analyzed the Components of CNQPs, and offered samples of each component. In addition, it supplied Backus-Naur Forms (BNF) to express more complex components, which were composed by other components and smaller components. Then, it gave ten production rules for the recognition of CNQPs, and 277 words for substance quantifiers, 17 words for action quantifiers, 13 words for time quantifiers, and 129 words for measurement quantifiers in appendix, which were important resources for the recognition method. Afterwards, it described the algorithm, and illustrated the processing flow, which used the components, BNFs, and ten rules. To avoid the word segmentation noise, the algorithm took the numeral as the active information, and utilized a forward maximum matching method to obtain the compositions of the CNQPs, which can be fed into the Chinese parser to enhance the parsing results. The experimental results indicate the proposed method can be integrated into the statistical parser as a pre-processing module without retraining on experimental data constructed manually, which can further boost the translation quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine translation (MT) is a multidisciplinary research such as artificial intelligence, natural language processing, and computational linguistics, whose systems can be divided into a rule-based MT (RBMT), statistical MT (SMT), example-based MT (EBMT), inter-lingua MT (ILMT), and mixed multi-strategy MT (MMMT) system.
The SMT system has gone through several stages such as the word alignment-based SMT, the phrase alignmentbased SMT, and the syntax-based SMT, and the increasing Bleu (Bilingual evaluation understudy) [1] value indicates the performance of SMT is improved gradually. In fact, the syntax-based SMT needs to parse the source language, and the statistical parser has the powerful function for the parsing of different language sentences, which provides an interface to improve the accuracy of the parser using the marked corpus, e.g., the notable Stanford Parser [2] .
However, the statistical parser will yield incorrect results when the language phenomena are not appeared in the training corpus, which will influence the further decoding. For example, the SMT systems require the alignments of the syntactic sub-tree and sentence substring to extract templates and rules from the tree structure to string structure. When the parsed syntactic trees have incorrect structures, incorrect templates and rules will be extracted. On the other hand, some extracted rules will be generalized for covering more language phenomena, resulting in incorrect generalized rules. One of these language phenomena is Chinese number and quantifier phrases, and the problems have also been existed in the free SMT-based translators, e.g., the popular and powerful Google translator 1 . To verify this problem, we translated three Chinese sentences including number and quantifier phrases using Google's translator, and illustrated the results (in a.) and reference translations (in b.) as follows:
1. Ta dai lai liao yi dao zhi. a. He brought a knife paper. b. He brought paper of one quire. In 1(a), the Chinese character "dao" is a set of 24 or sometimes 25 sheets of paper of the same size and stock. Due to inability to recognize the special Chinese quantifiers, the unit of measurement "dao" was translated into the tool noun "knife". We suggest that the "dao" may be translated into the English word "quire".
2. Zhe kuai bu you yi cun chang. a. Inch long piece of cloth. b. The piece of cloth has a long of one inch. In 2(a), the quality of the translation was not satisfactory due to the unrecognized number and quantifier phrase "yi cun chang", thus, the predicate verb is missing.
3. Zhe ge li you yi niu dun. a. This force has a Newton. b. The force is one newton force. In 3(a), the "niu dun" is a unit measurement, but was translated into first name, which is an incorrect translation.
The above three samples indicated that the SMT-based system sometimes cannot correctly handle the Chinese number and quantifiers phrases due to the combinations of them are so many. Therefore, when the various combinations of the Chinese number and quantifiers are not covered by the corpus, training will be incorrect. Similarly, these incorrect cases will be appeared in other SMT system, such as "tree to tree", "tree to string", "string to tree", and "string to string" system due to the parsers used statistical-based methods, which were strongly depended on the training corpus.
When used the Stanford Parser, we found some results are incorrect encountering the Chinese number and quantifier prefixes (CNQP). Thus, this paper presents a method to improve the effectiveness of the Chinese parser in SMT systems by recognizing and preprocessing of the CNQPs, which will boost the translation qualities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, first, the components of the CNQPs are analyzed, which are expressed by the Backus-Naur Form (BNF); then, the production rules for recognizing of the CNQPs are presented; and then, the processing flow and steps are illustrated. Section 3 shows experimental results on the Chinese sentences manually constructed. Section 4 introduces the related work, and Section 5 gives conclusions. Appendix supplies four types of quantifiers, which are important resources used in this study.
II. METHOD

A. Components of CNQPs
When the sentence includes CNQPs, the identification of the CNQPs can generate correct parsing results. Therefore, we first analyze the compositions of the CNQPs, which can be built from the components, such as numerals, quantifiers, numeral qualifiers, degree qualifiers, and other words [3] After that, we give the following quantifiers samples by analyzing the Chinese corpus, e.g., "People Daily" in January 1998, and offer the interpretations the four types of quantifiers in table 4.
We further present a BNF to express the CQ, which can be built by the above four types of quantifiers as follows.
CQ ::= QS + QS | QM + QM | QS + QT | QM + QT | < QS + < "mei" (per) | "/" > + QS > | < QM + < "mei" (per) | "/" > + QM > | < QS + < "mei" (per) | "/" > + QT > | < QM + < "mei" (per) | "/" > + QT > Finally, we supply some examples of the AC in table 5, which are modifications and degree qualifiers for quantifiers. Extraction of these components will help to reduce the computational complexity of the parsers.
B. Production Rules for CNQPs
The paper proposes ten production rules based on the analysis of the CNQP language phenomena, which are provided as follows.
Wherein: if the first counterpart is one of the three components (AN, FN, or SW) , and the second counterpart is one of the four components (QS, QM, QV, or CQ), we can determine the first and second counterparts form a CNQP. For example:
a. <AN>liang</AN> <QS>chang</QS> qiu b. <AN>5</AN> <CQ>ci/tian</CQ> yun dong c. <AN>3</AN> <CQ>ge ji du</CQ> bao biao.
Where: we used XML liked marks for Chinese number and quantifiers, such as <AN>, </AN>, and <QS>, and express the cases combined by different numerals and quantifiers.
. (2) Wherein: if the counterpart sequence is CN, AC, and QS, we can determine the sequence form a CNQP. For example:
"<CN>1</CN> <AC>da</AC> <QS>qun</QS> niao". Thus, we describe the cases combined by numerals, modifications, and quantifiers by this rule.
For example: "<CN>1</CN> <QM>mi</QM> <AC>gao</AC> qiang". Therefore, we depict the quantifiers with post modifications by this rule. Further, the following rule expresses the repetition of the number and quantifiers for SD and QM.
For example: a. <SD>1</SD> <QM>mi</QM> <SD>1</SD> <QM>mi</QM> ce liang b. <SD>5</SD> <QM>gong jin</QM> shui. Then, the following expresses the postfix fuzzy for the quantifiers:
For example: "<AN>1.1</AN> <QM>gong jin</QM> <PoFQ>yi shang</PoFQ> zhong liang". And then, the following shows the repetition of the quantifiers. 
For example: "<SP>na</SP> <CN>5</CN> <QS>ge</QS> ping guo".
Besides the ten rules, we also offer 277 words used for QS, 129 words used for QM, 13 words used as QT, and 17 words used for QV, which are important resource provided in Appendix.
C. Recognition Algorithm for CNQPs Based on Rules and Independent of Word Segmentation.
Statistical-based machine learning cannot totally cover all the patterns of CNQPs due to the combinations of them are so many. These combinations are appeared in with a certain arrangement in pairs. Thus, the linguisticbased method can be used for handling the diversity of them effectively. First, we establish the quantifier base by extracting the quantifier features. Then, we propose a recognition algorithm for the CNQPs according to the above compositions of them. The algorithm is rule-based and independent of word segmentation unlike the ordinary recognition algorithm which only using word segmentations and handling them orderly. Therefore, the algorithm avoids unnecessary noise due to the unsatisfactory effectiveness of Chinese word segmentation algorithms.
Thus, the algorithm takes the numeral as the active information, and uses the Chinese quantifiers as the boundaries of the CNQPs. The recognition flow is illustrated as Fig. 1 We found some parsing results incorrect on the experimental data, such as tags incorrect, word segmentation incorrect, syntactic sub-trees incorrect, and level relations between sub-trees incorrect, but all of them can be corrected by the recognition of CNQPs.
For example: 1. "jin tian (today) lai liao (comes) yi (a) bang (group) ren (people)." The parsing result was illustrated in Fig. 2 . Figure 1 . Recognition flow of CNQPs.
2. "zhang (last name) san (first name) gei (give) liao ta (he) ji (several) ba zhang (a slap in the face)." (in Fig. 3 ) 3. "zhe (this) ge li (force) you (has) yi (one) niu dun (newton)." (in Fig. 4) Where "bang ren" had a tag "NN" incorrect in (a), and formed an incorrect NP. After we fed the tag "M" as the part of speech (POS) of the CNQP into the parser in the pre-processing, a correct result was generated as shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
Where: "ba zhang" is a QV, not a person's name.
Where: "niu dun" is a QM, but was understood as a first name. After the pre-processing, the correct results were generated in Fig. 3(b) , and Fig. 4(b) .
IV. RELATED WORK
RBMT [4] has a high accuracy on the structure points of sentences due to the deep understanding by using the rules defined by linguists, which utilize lexicon, syntax, semantic, and pragmatic to define accurately the various types of semantic and structure of sentences. Those systems did not depend on the corpus, but it is timeconsuming for the rules constructed manually. Moreover, they needed to debug the rule set to handle the conflict and priority between the rules for covering more language phenomena. Sometimes, they also needed to refine the rules. Some known means included worddriven, POS-driven, concept-driven, and structure symmetric. In fact, the cost of their construction was large.
On the contrary, SMTs [5] had a shallow understanding for sentence structures. Although they utilized bilingual corpus and statistical model, such as sentence alignment, phrase alignment, and word alignment without the linguistic knowledge, they worked well. Those models became most popular and hot researches. In addition, the cost of their construction was low, although, the translations had some unsatisfactory in some points of sentence structures. Moreover, translations were fluent when a language model introduced. Furthermore, the models adjusting the word orders were developed. Up to now, SMTs were one of the most powerful methods. Apart from that, they had ideal statistical models, simple but repeatable training and tuning.
As the models of SMTs were more and more, the taxonomy in [6] divided syntax-based SMTs into formal syntax-based SMT and linguistic syntax-based SMT according to whether the syntax that MT models depend on contains linguistic knowledge. The latter was further divided into a phrase structure tree based SMT and dependency tree based SMT. In addition, the phrase structure tree based SMT can be divided into "tree to string", "string to tree", "string to string", and "tree to tree" model. The "tree to tree" model needed to solve the map between source language tree and destination language tree, whereas the map is so complex that it rarely occurred in practice, e.g., the isomerism between the tree parsed by the source parser and the tree parsed by the destination parser, and differences in language feature. However, the "tree to string" and "string to tree" model only needed to form the source tree or destination tree without the trees mapping.
MMMT [7] combined the superiorities of rule-based MT and statistical-based MT, which utilized combinative methods integrating the different MT engines into a mixed system. Sometimes, it is a more practical method for improving translation quality. The multi-strategy engine created the optimal translations using certain methods, such as using post-processing measures on translations generated by multiple engines, combining multiple segments generated by multiple engines, or selecting current optimal engines based on scoring mechanism.
Evaluation measures have important implications for MT system, and the most popular and convenient evaluation measure for SMT is Bleu. However, when using this measure directly on the RBMT system, we found the improvements in syntax were not obviously reflected due to the emphasis was not on the sentence structures, but the Bleu have been worked well for SMT.
Many researchers have used the linguist knowledge to improve the SMTs, e.g., Chinese syntactic reordering for SMT is an effective method to handle the difference of word orders [8] ; SMT system can be improved by integration of linguistic knowledge, which made the word order in source sentence was consistent with that in destination sentence, resulting in an increasing Bleu; in [9] , the SMT system was improved with automatically learned rewriting patterns according to the boundary of the linguistic phrase; the syntactic chunks of shallow parsing are also utilized for the reorder of source-side [10] ; and the method of "tree to string" alignment template (TAT) converted the source-side tree to targetside string based on the linguistic syntax, and extracted the TATs [11] .
When the parsing model developed on English corpus was applied to parsing Chinese, the factored-model [12] had a better effectiveness, which combined two separate parsing models: a non-lexicalized, maximum likelihoodestimated PCFG (probabilistic context-free grammar) and a constituent-free dependency parsing, where semantics and syntactic structures were stored in different models. The former was a lexicon dependency form, and the latter was a PCFG form. Compared with the single and nonfactored-model, the factored-model provided conceptual simplicity, and possibility for improving each sub-model alone.
In [13] , the composition and recognition of the quantifiers for substance and for action were investigated, and a processing flow was presented. The investigation found that the boundaries of Chinese number and quantifiers (CNQ) are clear, and the structures of the CNQs are relatively fixed with self-sufficiency; i.e., the phrases of CNQs are relatively independent chunks, and the recognition of these chunks can simplify the syntactic analysis. Therefore, the recognition of CNQs can be taken as the pre-processing of the syntactic parsing.
An approach to quantifier translation in ChineseJapanese MT was proposed [14] , which obtained statistical information based on the nouns with an accompanying quantifier extracted from a ChineseJapanese aligned corpus, and acquired quantifier translation rules using the different quantifiers in type and in the position between two languages. Experiments showed the processing of quantifiers and numerals translation was effective.
A case study of Taiwan Mandarin was proposed [15] , which listed serial generalizations supported by these case studies, and included especially a chapter provided an overview of the inventory of Taiwan Mandarin quantifiers, and indicated the basic phenomena involving them.
In [16] , an idea was proposed, which considered the composition in quantifier words using language typology and morphology, syntax, and semantics, and tracked three major waves in the study of quantification; i.e., generalized quantifier theory, different behavior in different noun phrase types, and distributive modified numeral or counting quantifiers and event-related quantification.
In [17] , a decomposing modal quantification was proposed, which took modal quantification as a composite notion to be decomposed according to quantificational dependencies referred by the discourse, and constrained by different components forming a modal quantifier. Therefore, the truth-conditional and anaphoric components of quantification were obtained by the system.
A study was presented in [18] , which investigated the role of working memory in quantifier verification, and compared numerical quantifiers of high and low order, proportional and parity quantifiers. The study drew predictions from a computational model.
In [19] , a study proposed that PTIME quantifiers were closed under some operations in natural language, such as Boolean, iteration, cumulation and resumption operations. Those operations did not change the computational complexity of quantifiers, which seems benefit to the computational theory of natural language processing.
In [20] , a study focused on the empirical evidence of indeterminate numeral quantifier, and assumed it was a set of alternatives with a 'some' reading or a 'many' reading. From semantic and pragmatic aspects, the derived readings formally were discussed.
The comprehension of simple quantifiers involved in a computational model was investigated [21] , and time needed for understanding the types of quantifiers was compared, which provided evidence for constrains of linguistic abilities, e.g., computational complexity.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Due to the parsing results of statistical-based Chinese parser can influence the results of "tree to string" and "tree to tree" models in MT, it is significant to improve the parsing accuracy. We present a method, which took the numeral as the activation info to recognize the number concept using the maximum matching, and then to recognize the CNQPs. The method can effectively recognize the CNQPs by matching the patterns of number concepts and quantifier concepts using the quantifier base, and the ability of recognition can be enhanced gradually when new quantifiers added in the quantifier base due to new patterns were the combination of the known numerals and new quantifiers.
The CNQP recognition method based on rules can be the pre-processing of the statistical parser, which does not need new training corpus and re-training, and effectively improves the parsing results. In the same time, the parsing results of the Chinese sentence can also be improved by the integration of other language phenomena, such as space recognition, and organization name recognition as the pre-processing modules without new training corpus and re-training, which will be the future work.
APPENDIX QUANTIFIER RESOURCES
In this Appendix, we show the resources of the CNQPs, which were extracted by analyzing the Chinese corpus manually, and can be used for improving the statisticalbased Chinese parser.
First, we give samples of QT as follows. Then, we supply samples of QS in table VII; and then, we provide samples of QV in table VIII.
Finally, we offer samples of QM. The pre-processing modules can be constructed using the rules and BNFs proposed in the paper.
In these tables, the Chinese Pinyins sometimes are the same, but their Chinese characters are homophones.
